Voice Quality and Auditory Processing in Subjects with and Without Musical Experience.
The relationship between voice and auditory processing is complex and has aroused increasing scientific interest in the last decades. Little is known about the relationship between voice quality and auditory processing in individuals with and without musical experience. To assess voice quality and auditory processing in subjects with and without musical experience. Total 120 individuals were split into three groups: GS = singers (N = 47), GI = instrumentalists (N = 43), and NM = nonmusicians (N = 30); group GS was subdivided into GS = 20 singers only and GSI = 27 singers and instrumentalists at the same time. Subjects were undertaken vocal assessment by means of Perceptual Assessment of voice recording followed by self-assessment of a potential voice problem using the Brazilian validated version of the Voice Symptom Scale (VoiSS) (Escala de Sintomas Vocais - ESV). The central auditory processing was carried out following such temporal processing tests: Frequency Pattern Test (FPT), Random Gap Detection Test (RGDT), and auditory-perceptual analysis of distorted speech as indicated: Synthetic Sentence Identification (SSI) test, with Ipsilateral Competing Message. GSI reported a higher number of voice symptoms compared to the other groups for the VoiSS. Throughout the groups, most individuals did not present voice disorders and, when presented, were mild. Subgroup GSI showed the best auditory abilities of temporal ordering for the FPT-Humming and FPT-Verbal, whereas NM had the worst performance. Negligible correlation strength alone was found between the different central auditory processing tests, the overall degree of vocal deviation in the auditory-perceptual analysis of voice quality, and the total score of the Voice Symptom Scale protocol. The voice quality of musicians and nonmusicians was correlated with their auditory processing; although with negligible strength. It was verified that singers-instrumentalist reported more voice symptoms compared to the other groups. Despite the large variation throughout the groups concerning auditory processing, musicians, especially singers-instrumentalists, have shown better auditory abilities of temporal ordering, suggesting that musical training and experience may account for such performance.